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§ 1. Introduction

LET U = [0,1], and let K=* 2 be an integer. Suppose that g is a Lebesgueintegrable function, not necessarily bounded, in UK, and that h is any
function in UK. Let 9 = 9(K, N) be a distribution of JV points in UK
such that h(y) is finite for every y e 9. For any x = ( x l t . . . , xK) e UK, let
B(x) denote the box consisting of all y = (yi, • • •, y K )e l/ K satisfying
0 ss yy < x, {} = 1,..., K), and write
h(y).

(1)

Let (JL denote the Lebesgue measure in UK, and write
(2)
Note that the term

can be interpreted as the product of the "expected" number of points of
9 in B(x) and the "average" value of g in B(x). It follows that the term
D[&; g; g; B(x)] measures the "discrepancy" between a sum of g over
points of 9 in B(x) and its expected value. In the case when h = g is a
non-zero constant function, the problem reduces to one purely concerned
with the irregularities of distribution of the set 9. For references, see
Roth [9], Schmidt [13,14] and Halasz [4].
The purpose of this paper is to use an elaboration of the ideas in Roth
[9] and Schmidt [14] to prove
1. Suppose that g is a Lebesgue-integrable function in UK.
Suppose further that there exists a measurable subset S of UK such that
THEOREM
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fi(S)>0 and g(y)^O for every yeS. Then, for every real number W > 1 ,
there exists a positive constant cx - cx(g, W) such that for every distribution
9 of N points in UK and for every function h bounded in UK,
J \D[9; h; g;B«]| w dn> C l (g, W)(logN)^-» w .

(3)

uK

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1, we have
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.
Then there exists a positive constant c2 = c2(g) such that for every distribution 9 of N points in UK and for every function h bounded in UK,

sup \D\9\ h;
Ml/*

g;B(x)]\>c2(g)(logN)*K-l\

The case h = g = 1 in UK is precisely Theorem 1 of Schmidt [14], a
generalization of Roth [9]. Furthermore, the estimates in this case are
essentially sharp (see Davenport [3], Roth [10,11,12] and Chen [1, 2]).
However, apart from this very special case, very little is known about the
behaviour of the function (2). If one combines a result of Halton [5] with
the generalization by Hlawka [6] of Koksma's inequality [7], then given
any function g of bounded variation on UK in the sense of Hardy and
Krause, and given any natural number N > 2, there exists a distribution 9
of N points in UK such that

This, however, is again another very restricted special case. The interested reader is referred to Kuipers and Niederreiter [8], Chapter 2,
Section 5.
As an application of Theorem 1, we shall consider functions in UK of
the following type.
DEFINITION.

We denote by 9(K) the class of all functions of the type

C+ j g(y)d,x
BOO

K

in U , where C is a real constant, and where g satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 1.
Theorem 1 can then be applied to show that functions in &(K) cannot
be approximated very well by certain "simple" functions.
DEFiNrnoN. By an M-simple function in UK, we mean a function 4>,
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defined by
M

1-1

K

for all I E U , where, for each i = 1 , . . . , M, B, denotes a rectangular box
in UK with sides parallel to the sides of UK, XB, denotes the characteristic
function of the box Bt, and the coefficients mj are real.
THEOREM 2. Suppose that f&&(K). Then for every real number W>\,
there exists a positive constant c3 = c3(f, W) such that for every M-simple
function <f> in UK,

As an immediate consequence, we have
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that fe&(K). Then there exists a positive constant c4 = c4(f) such that for every M-simple function <f> in UK,

sup

|<Kx)-/Ml>c 4 (f)M-\logM)» K -".

ISU"

We shall deduce Theorem 2 from Theorem 1 in § 2. In §§ 3-5, we shall
prove Theorem 1. The method for the proof of Theorem 1 is based on
Schmidt's adaptation [14] of Roth's auxiliary function method in [9].
However, Roth's argument in [9] makes use of the trivial fact that the
function g, taken in [9] to be the constant function g(y) = 1 in UK, has
constant sign and is bounded away from 0. To overcome the difficulty
introduced by a function g which may take values with different signs, we
make use of an observation by Schmidt in [14] which enables us to
consider g only over a certain subset of UK. We discuss this in § 4.

§2. Proof of Theorem 2
Let/e3KK). Then
r

g(y) d/x.
Clearly, we may assume, without loss of generality, that C = 0. Let
M
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where, for each i = 1 , . . . , M,
Bt = « , u?> + «?>] x • • • x (u«\ ug> + «£>] c U K .
For each i = 1 , . . . , M, let
*^ i

=

{("i

"'"'^IUI , . . . , Kg + O(KI)J(): <XI, . . . , «j{ €\ 0 , 1 } } ;

in other words, 0*, is the set of vertices of the rectangular box B,. For
yeL7 K and i = 1, . . . , M , let
(y€^*, and a t + - • - + a K is even);
-1

(ye^j and a x + -•- + a K is odd);

.0

tot&i)-

It is not difficult to see that
XB,(X) =
K

ye

in U .
Let

and let H be denned for all y e UK by
H(y)=Imihi(y).
Then clearly 9 is a distribution of N*£2 K M points in l/ K , and
in UK.
Applying Theorem 1 with h = MH and N ^ 2 K M in (3), we get the
desired result.
§ 3. An outline of tbe method of Roth and Schmidt
Following the method of Roth [9] and Schmidt [14], corresponding to
every function of the type T)\9\ h; g; B(x)], where 3* is a distribution of
N points in UK (N being sufficiently large), we construct an auxiliary
function F[SP;h;g;x] such that, writing D(x) and F(x) in place of
D[&; h; g; B(x)] and F[9; h; g;x] respectively,
(I) there exists a positive constant c 5 = c5(g) such that
F(x)D(x) dn > cs(g)(log N)"1"1;

(4)
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and

(II) for every m = 1, 2 , . . . , there exists a positive constant c6 = c6(g, m)
such that
| F 2m (x) dn, < c6(g, m)(log M) m ( K -».
uK
Since ( I |F(x)|r dp. I

(5)

is an increasing function of r > 0 for any fixed

function F, we have, for every r > 0, that there exists a positive constant
C7 = c7(g, r) such that
|F(x)r dn < c7(fc r)(log N)**-"'.

(6)

Theorem 1 follows from Holder's inequality, (4) and (6), where r is
chosen to satisfy 1/ W+ 1/r = 1.
To prove Theorem 1, it therefore remains to show the existence of a
function F[&; h; g;x] that satisfies (I) and (n) above.
Some difficulty arises from the assumption that the function g can take
different signs in any region. We therefore have to look for regions in UK
where g is "predominantly positive" or "predominantly negative". An
observation in Schmidt [14] enables us to deal with the remaining regions
in a trivial way. We discuss this in the next section.
§ 4. Preparation for the proof of Theorem 1

Let g be a Lebesgue-integrable function in UK. Suppose that S is a
measurable subset of UK satisfying /x(S)>0 and g(y) ^ 0 for every ye S.
Then, replacing g by - g if necessary, we may assume, without loss of
generality, that there exist two positive constants c8 = c8(g) and c9 = c9(g)
and a subset S,<=^S such that
(7)
and
g(y) s» c«(g) for every y €St.

(8)

Consider the function
g-(y) = max{-g(y),0}.

(9)

Then g~ is Lebesgue-integrable in UK. Let
clo(g) = 2- K - 3 c 8 ( g )c 9 (g).

(10)
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Then there exists a positive constant c u = Cn(g) such that
(g)

(11)
K

and such that for every measurable set E c U ,

Jg-(y)dn<c lo (g) if n(E)«:cu(g).

(12)

E

By an elementary box in UK, we mean a set in UK of the type
[ mx2-\ ( m i +1)2-0 x • • • x [ m lc 2- t -, (mK +1)2-*),
(13)
where mu ..., mK, tu ... ,tK are integers.
Consider the set S t . Since Si is measurable, there exists a finite union
T* of elementary boxes in UK such that

where T* ASX denotes the symmetric difference of T* and S^ Hence if
E = T*\Slt

(14)

n(E)«cu(g).

(15)

then
Also, in view of (11), we see that
n(T*>}c 8 (g).

(16)

Since T* is a finite union of elementary boxes of the type (13), for
every j = 1 , . . . , K, there is one such elementary box with maximal tj. Let
Tt denote this maximal value of tf, and let
T = T1+-+TK.

(17)

We are now in a position to introduce the auxiliary function
F[9;h; g;xl
Any x e[0,1) can be written in the form

x=Ift(x)2-'-1,
I-O

where ft(x) = 0 or 1 such that the sequence ft(x) does not end with
1,1,
For r = 0 , 1 , . . . , let

(These are called the Rademacher functions.)
DEFINITION. By an r-interval, we mean an interval of the form
[m2~r, (m + l)2~ r ), where the integer m satisfies 0«3m<2 r .
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rK) is a K-tuple of non-negative integers. Let

For any xe[0, l) K , let
DEFiNrnoN. By an r-box in UK, we mean a set of the form Ix x • • • x IK,
where, for / = 1 , . . . , K, I, is an r,-interval.
In other words, these are special types of elementary boxes.
DEFiNrnoN. By an r-function, we mean a function /(x) defined in
[0,1) K such that in every r-box, /(x) = Rt(x) or /(x) = -RJX).
LEMMA 1. Suppose that Ks*2, m s» 1 and n 5»0. Suppose further that for
every r with |r| = n, fT is an t-function. If

F(x)= I /r(x),

(18)

then
<(2m) m(2K - 3) (n +1)»«-«.

(19)

K

u

Lemma 1 is precisely Lemma 4 of Schmidt [14]. We omit the proof
here. Note that we have not chosen our auxiliary function FfJP; h; g; x]
yet, as (19) holds for any function of the form (18).
§ 5. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1
We shall only prove (4) and (5) for
N>fc 8 (g)2 2T .

(20)

Let N satisfying (20) be given. Let n be a positive integer such that
ic 8 (g)2- 1 <N«Jc 8 (g)2".

(21)

Then we have, in particular,
ns»2T.

(22)

By Lemma 1 and (21), we see that (5) holds. It therefore remains to
prove (4).
LEMMA 2. Suppose that (21) holds. Then for every r satisfying \r\ = n
and r( 3> T, for every j = 1 , . . . , K, there is an T-function fr satisfying

J /r(x(x)D(x) dn s* 2-"-

2K

-<c8(g)c9(g)N.

(23)
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LEMMA 3. Suppose that (21) holds. Then for every r satisfying \t\ = n,
there is an r-function fr satisfying

(24)

(4) follows easily from Lemmas 2 and 3. We construct F(x) by (18),
where, for every r satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2, fr is chosen to
satisfy (23). For the remaining r, /, is chosen to satisfy (24). Now, in view
of (17), the number of K-tuples r satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2 is
greater than c 1 2 (K)(n-T) K ~\ where c12(K) is a positive constant. It
follows, in view of (22), that

J F(x)D(x) dn 2* c8(g)c9(g)c12(l02-''-2K-4(n - D ^ N

where c13(g) is a positive constant. This gives (4), in view of (21).
The proof of Lemma 3 is implicit in the proof of Lemma 2, so we only
prove Lemma 2 here.
Proof of Lemma 2. We decompose the integral (23) into integrals over
r-boxes. We shall say that an r-box is "good" if it is contained in T* and
does not contain any point of 9. Following Schmidt [14], for any r-box
which is not "good", we simply choose /r(x) = i?r(x) or /r(x) = -J?r(x) to
make the integral I fr(x)D(x) d/x over the r-box non-negative. Let B be a
"good" r-box given by
B = [ mi2-\

(mr + l)2"r-) x • • • X [ mK2-r«, (mK

and let B' be the box

B' = [mi2-'«, (m,+92-r>) x • • • x [m K 2~\ (mK +i)2"H
Then it is not difficult to see that I RJ&Diji) d\t. is equal to
B

I

B'

a

'"°

(25)
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Note that, in view of (1), the sum
i

i

I

his), (26)

where B*(x) = [x 1 , x 1 + 2~ r >~ 1 )x- • • x[x K , x K + 2~ r *~ 1 )c:B for every x e
B'. Hence the sum (26) vanishes, and so, in view of (2), we have that (25)
is equal t o
____ o_r__i

-*r\ (t

••• I (-i)"1+ ^

J. V..-0

-«-o

f

••

J

f

xt+2-,-'

= (-1)K+1NJ

g(y)dnW

J

I
x K +2-'k-'

( I ••• I g(y)d|t)dn

B'

x,

where
For l e B , let /r(x) = ( - l ) * ^ 1 ^ ) . Then for any "good" r-box B,
/r(x)D(x) d^t = N J KB (y)g(y) d^t.
B

It follows that

I
"Good"
B "good

UB(y)g(y)d,x.

J

B

In view of (16), for given r satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 2, there
are at least &ca(g)2n-N) "good" r-boxes. It follows, by (8), (14), (9),
(12), (21), (10), (15) and (11) that

f KB(y) d,x - N2— K c 9 (g)n(E)-N2-"- K f g~(y) d
B«good B

^ Nc 9 (g)2- 2 - 2K (ic 8 (g)2' 1 - N) - N2-"- Kc9(g)fA(E) - N2— K c 10 (g)
> N2-"- K (2- K - 2 c 8 (g)c 9 (g) - c9(g)ji(E) - clo(g))
= N2— K (2-' c - 3 c 8 (g)c 9 (g) This c»mpletes the proof of Lemma 2.
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